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Phase behavior and free interfaces of a lattice-gas nematic-liquid-crystal model

Martin A. Bates
Department of Chemistry, University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ, United Kingdom

~Received 5 December 2001; published 2 April 2002!

The phase behavior of a mesogenic lattice-gas model consisting of molecules located at the sites of a
three-dimensional cubic lattice has been studied using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations. When two
neighboring sites are occupied, the molecules interact via a potential composed of an isotropic lattice-gas~LG!
term and an anisotropic Humphries-Luckhurst-Romano~HLR! term @Mol. Phys. 42, 1205 ~1981!#. The
LGHLR model is shown to exhibit either nematic-isotropic, nematic-vapor~NV!, and isotropic-vapor~IV !
coexistence or just nematic-isotropic fluid coexistence, depending on the strength of the isotropic term. The
liquid-vapor~i.e., NV and IV! interfaces were studied using canonical Monte Carlo simulations. By controlling
the strength of the term that governs the anisotropy in the attractive forces, either planar or homeotropic
anchoring is observed at the NV interface. The temperature dependencies of the density and order parameter
profiles across the interfaces are determined for these two anchoring geometries.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.041706 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 64.70.Fx, 61.20.Ja
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals exhibit a rich interfacial behavior, includ
ing phenomena such as wetting and layering. Whilst th
phenomena can also be observed in simple liquids, liq
crystals can exhibit additional interfacial phenomena due
their orientational degrees of freedom@1#. The least re-
stricted symmetry breaking interface is that between a n
atogenic liquid crystal and its saturated vapor and, even
der these conditions, a range of different phenomena
occur. For example, the molecular orientation at the interf
is not universal, but is found to be perpendicular, tilted,
parallel to the normal to the interface; these three ancho
geometries are known as planar, tilted, and homeotropic
spectively@1#.

Early theoretical explanations of the nematic-vapor~NV!
interface were based on phenomenological descript
@2,3#, but more recent molecular theories based on gene
ized van der Waals theory have been used to analyze
behavior of the liquid-crystal–vapor interface@4–7#. How-
ever, mapping of the expansion terms in these theories
physical molecular interactions is not straightforward. To
vestigate how the experimental interfacial phenomena are
lated to the molecular potentials, a number of simulations
the free interface of nematic liquid crystals have, therefo
been performed@8–10#. These studies each concentrate o
single but different parametrization of the Gay-Berne pot
tial @11#, a liquid-crystal model that is extremely success
in reproducing bulk liquid-crystal behavior@12#. By combin-
ing the results of these simulations, Millset al. @10# con-
cluded that the preferred orientation at the free interfac
determined by the ratio of the relative length of the molec
and the relative interaction energies for side-by-side and e
to-end configurations. This somewhat empirical view
backed up by naive arguments based on the relative ene
of the cleavage planes for the different interface geomet
for perfectly ordered close packed structures. However,
potential contains two further parameters~see Ref.@12#!, and
the influence of these parameters on the surface alignm
should not be totally ignored. Fine tuning of the parame
1063-651X/2002/65~4!/041706~8!/$20.00 65 0417
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zation of Gay-Berne models to investigate NV interfac
whilst possible, is clearly a difficult task since for eac
model the possibility of nematic-vapor coexistence must fi
be explored~which is not a priori obvious @13#!, before
simulations of the interface can be performed.

In this paper, we develop a simple lattice-based simu
tion model for the study of liquid-crystal–vapor interface
Such primitive models contain the basic physics of the s
tem of interest, but have the detailed short range struc
stripped away. This class of potentials is useful if we requ
an understanding of the truly generic or universal feature
a system, that originate at longer length scales than the
lecular size@14#. Their simplicity allows full phase diagram
for a particular model to be computed relatively quickly.
addition, it should also be possible to investigate syste
containing interfaces of much larger dimensions than
more computationally demanding potentials, such as
Gay-Berne model, and, therefore, the lattice-based mo
readily lend themselves to the simulation of both confin
and unconfined liquid crystals at the mesoscopic level.
do, of course, need to be sure that the simpler models
reproduce the realistic behavior exhibited by the more co
putationally demanding models.

The model is introduced in the following section. Gran
canonical Monte Carlo simulations, used to determine
phase behavior, are discussed in Sec. III. Canonical ense
simulations of the nematic-vapor and isotropic-vapor~IV !
interfaces are described in Sec. IV and our conclusions
presented in Sec. V.

II. LATTICE-GAS HUMPHRIES-LUCKHURST-ROMANO
MODEL

The lattice-gas model, which is isomorphic to the we
known Ising magnet model through a change of variables
probably the most simple model with which to investiga
liquid-vapor condensation phenomena@15,16#. Each lattice
site can host either zero or one particle~atom, molecule! with
the total occupation of the lattice, or densityr, governed by
an imposed chemical potentialm. The pair potential between
two sitesi and j is simply
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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Ui j 52sisje i j , ~1!

wheresi50, 1 is the occupation number of sitei ande i j is a
positive constante for neighboring lattice sites and zero ot
erwise. This model exhibits liquid-vapor~or high-density–
low-density! coexistence at low temperatures. As the te
perature is increased, the density gap between the two ph
decreases and eventually the coexistence curve is termin
by a critical point, as we expect for a typical liquid-gas c
existence curve@16#.

A recent extension to this lattice-gas model to investig
nematic liquid crystals has recently been proposed@17# to
take into account anisotropic interactions between the m
ecules by multiplying the lattice-gas interaction by the ani
tropic term in the well-known Lebwohl-Lasher potenti
@18#, resulting in a potential of the form

Ui j 52sisje i j P2~cosb i j !. ~2!

Here P2(x) is the second rank Legendre polynomialP2(x)
5 1

2 (3x221), b i j is the angle between the symmetry axes
moleculesi and j, and the lattice has simple cubic geomet
This potential was found to exhibit nematic-isotropic~NI!
coexistence, and the phase behavior was analyzed in term
mixtures of rod-shaped and spherical molecules@17#. A rein-
terpretation of the phase behavior in terms of a single co
ponent system is also possible@19#. This reinterpretation
points out a flaw of this model if we wish to simulate sing
component systems, in that it does not exhibit an isotro
liquid, rather just an isotropic fluid. The important distinctio
here is that the liquid can coexist with a distinct vapor pha
whilst the fluid has a continuous equation of state. In
limit of full lattice occupancy, this model is equivalent to th
Lebwohl-Lasher model, which has been used extensivel
investigate liquid crystals in both the bulk@20,21# and in
confined geometries@21#. Of course, since the lattice occu
pation is always fixed~at r51!, the density of the liquid
crystalline material cannot change in such simulations
the only interfaces that can be studied are hard, in the s
that the density drops fromr51 ~liquid! to r50 ~vapor!
within one lattice spacing.

The introduction of a liquid-vapor coexistence curve in
the phase diagram is straightforward@19#. If the potential
contains an independent isotropic term in addition to the
isotropic term, this should provide the possibility for liquid
vapor coexistence for the following reason~see also Fig. 1!.
If no additional isotropic term is present in the model, t
system exhibits only nematic and fluid phases@Fig. 1~a!#.
The addition of an isotropic term should favor liquid-vap
coexistence ending in a critical point, as for the simp
lattice-gas model@Eq. ~1!#. However, if the isotropic term is
weak, then the critical point for liquid-vapor coexistenc
which would occur if no anisotropic term was present, w
be located at low temperature, below the envelope of
nematic-isotropic fluid transition, and so this term will on
reinforce the separation of the nematic and fluid phases
the strength of the isotropic term is increased, we expect
the temperature at which the~metastable! IV critical point
occurs will also increase, and so this will eventually occur
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a temperature similar to the NI transition temperature at
lattice occupancy. This means that all three phases will
present in the phase diagram@Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#. In the
limit that the isotropic term overwhelms the anisotropic ter
then we expect that the system will phase separate in
fully saturated lattice corresponding to an isotropic liqu
and an unoccupied lattice corresponding to a vapor ph
well above the NI transition temperature at full lattice occ
pancy. In this case, the nematic phase will be confined to
fully occupied lattice region, that is,r51 @see Fig. 1~d!#.
Whilst this means that we can guarantee that the model
exhibit a nematic phase, we cannot be sure whether th
will be an isotropic fluid phase or two distinct liquid an
vapor phases.

Such observations were found to be the case for
lattice-gas Lebwohl-Lasher~LGLL ! model @19#, for which
the interaction between the molecules is written as

Ui j 52sisje i j @l1P2~cosb i j !#, ~3!

in which l governs the strength of the additional isotrop
term. As previously noted, a balance must be struck betw
the strength of the isotropic and anisotropic terms. Ifl is too

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagrams~temperature vs density! for
liquid crystal forming lattice-based models. The coexistence regi
are shaded gray and the nematic regions black.~a! The anisotropic
interaction dominates the pair potential between two molecules
if a liquid phase is formed, it will be nematic. If the anisotropic a
isotropic interactions are balanced, then both isotropic and nem
liquids are observed, with the isotropic phase distinct from the~iso-
tropic! vapor; the IV critical point may be below~b! or above~c!
the temperature at which the nematic-isotropic transition occur
full occupancy.~d! The isotropic term in the potential dominate
and the system phase separates into isotropic liquid and v
phases well above the temperature at which the nematic-isotr
transition takes place in a fully occupied lattice. Note that a nem
phase is guaranteed even for the latter case, if the fully occu
lattice model exhibits a nematic phase, but in this situation is
confined to the isochorer51.
6-2
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PHASE BEHAVIOR AND FREE INTERFACES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041706
weak, the model will behave as the original model@Eq. ~2!#.
In contrast, ifl is too strong, then the liquid-vapor coexis
ence curve will be present at temperatures that are relati
high, so that the liquid phase will correspond to a fully o
cupied lattice at temperatures of interest near the isotro
nematic transition temperature and the nematic phase wi
confined to the fully saturated lattice. The density profile
the corresponding NV interface would be expected to d
rapidly from r51 to r50 for all temperatures at which th
nematic phase is stable. To determine the range ofl over
which reasonable liquid-crystal behavior is exhibited for t
LGLL model, grand canonical simulations were perform
@19#. The model was found to exhibit either a two-pha
phase diagram involving only nematic and isotropic flu
phases, or a three-phase phase diagram involving isotr
liquid and vapor phases in addition to the nematic phase@19#
~see also Fig. 1!.

Although the LGLL model shows the distinct condens
phases we wish to explore, there is a problem when it co
to investige the interfacial behavior, in particular, the surfa
alignment. As the anisotropic potential depends only on
relative orientations of the pair of molecules, the model c
not distinguish between planar, tilted, and homeotropic
choring at the NV interface. This is because all three geo
etries are equivalent in energy since they are related v
simple rotation of the molecular orientations, which pr
serves the angles between the molecules. Despite the
that the Lebwohl-Lasher model has been extremely succ
ful in reproducing the bulk behavior of nematic liquid cry
tals, it was recognized quite early on that it is unrealistic
its assumption that the interaction energy is independen
the orientation of the molecular vector@22#, although it has
since been used in the majority of lattice-based simulati
of liquid crystals@21#.

One way to overcome this problem for the lattice-g
models described here would be to add a phenomenolog
term to the potential, so that if one~or more! of the neigh-
boring sites of moleculei was not occupied, the potentia
would depend on the angle between moleculei and the vec-
tor joining the occupied and unoccupied sites. Howeve
somewhat more appropriate approach is to use a mode
which the anisotropic intermolecular forces are taken i
account in a more rigorous way. Humphries, Luckhurst, a
Romano~HLR! @22# developed such a lattice-based mod
by expanding the anisotropic pair potential for a pair of l
ear molecules, and relating the expansion coefficients to
anisotropy in the polarizability. The resulting potential h
the form

Ui j 5ge i j H 12
3

2
~ ûi• r̂ !22

3

2
~ û j• r̂ !2J 1

3

2
g2e i j $~ ûi• r̂ !2

1~ û j• r̂ !229~ ûi• r̂ !2~ û j• r̂ !216~ ûi• r̂ !~ û j• r̂ !~ ûi•û j !

2~ ûi•û j !
2%, ~4!

where g is the anisotropy in the polarizability of the mo
ecule (a i2a')/(a i12a'). As for the Lebwohl-Lasher
model, e i j is equal to e for nearest neighbors and ze
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otherwise. The potential is expressed in terms of the u
vectorsûi , û j , and r̂ that describe the orientations of mo
eculesi and j and the intermolecular vector, respectively.
contrast to the Lebwohl-Lasher potential, the potential
parallel molecules is dependent on the orientation of the
termolecular vector; the potential energies corresponding
the side-by-side and end-to-end arrangements, for exam
are ge2 3

2 g2e and 22ge23g2e, respectively @22#. We
should point out that, whilst it might be tempting to rela
values ofg in the model to the components of the polari
ability tensora for real molecules, this is probably not a
effective route of determining that values ofg will lead to
interesting phase behavior. This is because the anisotrop
the polarizability does not dominate the interaction betwe
real molecules, and important terms such as the shape o
molecule and electrostatic interactions are neglected in
HLR lattice model. Thusg should be viewed only as a
effective parameter that governs the total anisotropy in
molecular interactions, not just those interactions aris
from the anisotropy in the polarizability.

It is appropriate to point out that whilst the authors of R
@22# performed simulations for a number of values ofg for
the fully saturated cubic lattice, this was not actually nec
sary. Althoughg appears to be a variable parameter in t
HLR model@see Eq.~4!#, it turns out not to be for the case o
a fully saturated lattice. This statement is easy to underst
when we consider that the term linear ing involves an ex-
pression of the formS(ûi• r̂ )2, in which, for the cubic lat-
tice, r̂ is summed over thex, y, andz axes~and the2x, 2y,
and2z axes!. This term is nothing other than the sum of th
direction cosines squared for the vector describing the or
tation of the molecule and so is not dependent on the m
lecular orientation. This means that the linear term ing is
simply a scalar that only shifts the total energy and so d
not influence the phase behavior as the molecules in all p
sible phases have exactly the same number of neigh
since the lattice is fully occupied. Indeed, this is bourne
by the fact that the data of Ref.@22# fall on the same curve
for different values ofg. The only dependence of the pha
behavior ong is that this acts as a scaling variable for t
temperature~i.e., T* 5kT/eg2!. However, as we shall see
this is not the case for the lattice-gas models in which we
interested here, since the lattice is not fully occupied, and
the sums of typeS(ûi• r̂ )2 are not over all six neighbors.

As we have already seen for the lattice-gas Lebwo
Lasher model@Eq. ~3!#, the most interesting~and realistic!
phase behavior was observed when there was a balanc
tween the isotropic and anisotropic terms in the potent
We, therefore, define the lattice-gas Humphries-Luckhu
Romano~LGHLR! potential as@compare Eqs.~2!–~4!#

Ui j 5sisje i j S 2l1gH 12
3

2
~ ûi• r̂ !22

3

2
~ û j• r̂ !2J

1
3

2
g2$~ û• r̂ !21~ û j• r̂ !229~ ûi• r̂ !2~ û j• r̂ !216~ ûi• r̂ !

3~ û j• r̂ !~ ûi•û j !2~ ûi•û j !
2% D , ~5!

in which l, the strength of the isotropic term, can be vari
6-3
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MARTIN A. BATES PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041706
to vary the phase behavior. Of course, for a fully occup
lattice, this potential has exactly the same phase behavio
the HLR model, since the additional scalarl serves only to
shift the total energy of the system equally in all phases. T
addition of the lattice-gas term should lead to the possibi
of investigating liquids in coexistence with their vapor pha
and the HLR term guarantees us that a nematic phase wi
observed, although as for the LGLL model@19#, this may be
restricted to the fully occupied lattice.

III. GRAND CANONICAL SIMULATIONS
AND PHASE DIAGRAMS

The phase behavior of the different models was de
mined using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations,
which the density of the system is not fixed but governed
the imposed chemical potentialm. The simulations were per
formed in the exactly same way as in the previous study
the LGLL model and full details are given in Ref.@19#. For
each model studied, lattices of size 403 were used to deter
mine the equations of state over a range of temperatu
from which the coexistence densities of the observed ph
were extracted@19#.

We start our discussion of the phase behavior by conc
trating on models withg52 1

2 . For this value, the energ
minimum occurs for pairs of molecules in a side-by-side
rangement. The phase diagrams for three different value
l are shown in Fig. 2. For low values ofl @l50.00 in Fig.
2~a!#, a single first order transition is observed, between
entationally ordered and disordered phases. This is equ
lent to the nematic-isotropic transition observed for t
LGLL model with l50 @17,19#. At low temperature, an ar
tifact of the model occurs in which planes of highly order
molecules are observed, every other lattice spacing, at
sity r50.5. These are observed because, forg52 1

2 , the
relative energies for a pair of molecules in the side-by-s
and end-to-end configurations are27

8e and 11
4e. Since the

energy of the end-to-end configuration is greater than z
that is, above the energy of interaction of a molecule with
empty site, it is energetically more favorable to micropha
separate at intermediate densities (r;0.5) into planes of ori-
entationally ordered side-by-side molecules, each separ
by an empty plane. This artifact disappears whenl.0.25,
that is, when the interaction energy for end-to-end pairs
lower than that than for a molecule interacting with an em
site, the situation we expect for real molecules. Howev
this value ofl is well below the range for which interestin
phase behavior occurs.

On increasingl, an isotropic liquid-vapor transition ter
minated by a critical point is induced@l51.75 in Fig. 2~b!#
and asl is increased further, the envelope of the isotrop
vapor transition is shifted to higher temperatures, whilst
location of the nematic-isotropic coexistence region is ess
tially unaffected@l52.00 in Fig. 2~b!#. This behavior is en-
tirely as we expect for the following region. Since the ene
parameter for the isotropic lattice-gas model@Eq. ~1!# simply
scales the temperature dependence of the coexistence
and, therefore, the critical point for liquid-vapor separatio
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we expect that an increase in the isotropic contributionl to
the anisotropic potential will scale the coexistence curve
higher temperatures. If the anisotropic terms were
present in the potential, an increase inl is of course equiva-
lent either increasinge in Eq. ~1! at constant temperature o
conversely, lowering the temperature (T* 5kT/e) at fixede,
which leads to a widening of the density gap between
liquid and vapor phases. Moreover, we do not expect
location of the nematic-isotropic coexistence region to s
dramatically since, at least at the higher temperatures
which we are interested in, this transition occurs betwe
two relatively dense phases, of similar density. Thus the
dition of the scalar terml to the potential will to a first

FIG. 2. Phase diagrams for the lattice-gas Humphri
Luckhurst-Romano model withg52

1
2 . ~a! l50, isotropic-~fluid!

nematic phases. For~b! l51.75 and~c! l52.00, distinct isotropic
liquid and vapor phases are observed. Units:T* 5kT/eg2. The
lines indicate the coexistence regions.
6-4
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PHASE BEHAVIOR AND FREE INTERFACES OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041706
approximation influence the energy of both phases equ
and so will not shift the phase boundaries.

A similar series of phase diagrams are observed forg5
1 1

2 , and a typical phase diagram for the model withl
52.0 is shown in Fig. 3. Note that an artifact similar to t
one observed for negativeg also occurs at low temperatur
for positiveg when the isotropic contribution to the potenti
is weak ~i.e., l;0.0!; here, strings of highly ordered mo
ecules are observed, since the energy of a pair of molec
in the side-by-side arrangement is greater than zero. As
fore, this artifact disappears when the energy for a pair
interacting molecules is lower than zero, that is, whenl
. 1

8 .

IV. LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACES

To study the interfaces, canonical Monte Carlo simu
tions were performed in an elongated box of size 40340
380 containing 64 000 molecules~corresponding to 50% oc
cupation!, with full periodic boundary conditions. The initia
configuration for each model was taken to be a dense sla
the middle of the box, which was heated to a temperat
corresponding to a stable liquid phase, below the criti
point. The system was then cooled through the isotropic
nematic phases to investigate the interfaces, and then
heated to check for any hysteresis effects. Heating the sys
lead to essentially the same profiles at each state point,
so we will discuss only those obtained from the cooling ru

The variation of the density through the interface can
monitored by the density profile,r(z), from which the den-
sities of the coexisting vapor and liquid phases,rv and r l ,
can be determined by fitting the simulation results to a
perbolic tangent. Since two interfaces are present in
simulation box, the density profile was fitted to a doub
hyperbolic tangent of the form

r~z!5rv1
1

2
~r l2rv!F tanhS z2z1

2d D2tanhS z2z2

2d D G ,
~6!

FIG. 3. Phase diagram for the lattice-gas Humphries-Luckhu
Romano model withg51

1
2 , andl52.00. Units as in Fig. 2. The

lines indicate the coexistence regions.
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in which d is the interfacial thickness andzi is the location of
the Gibbs dividing surface for interfacei ( i 51,2). The as-
sumption that the interfacial thicknessd is equal for both
interfaces is justified since the interfaces are equivalent,
on average just mirror images of each other. We note tha
principle, it would be possible to obtain the phase diagr
determined in Sec. III from the fits of density profiles an
this method would require only one simulation for each te
perature for which two-phase coexistence is observed
two simulations for the case of three phases. As it is re
tively easy to choose an average density in the middle of
isotropic-vapor coexistence curve, obtaining this part of
phase diagram would be straightforward, at least at temp
tures away from the critical point. However, since the gra
canonical simulations are relatively cheap for low dens
systems, because overlap tests for lattice models are tri
the grand canonical route is probably just as efficient. Mo
over, to obtain coexistence densities from the interface s
tem, we should ensure that the same results are obta
starting from lower temperatures and higher temperatures
the latter case, this would mean waiting for the liquid slab
nucleate and then grow to form a uniform slab within t
periodic boundaries. Preliminary simulations indicated t
this process may be slow as sometimes two or more liq
regions from and only slowly coalesce to form a single liqu
region. Estimating a reasonable value for the density in
middle of the nematic-isotropic coexistence region is not
straightforward as for the liquid-vapor case since this
rather narrow, if indeed it exists, which we do not knowa
priori . Thus it is more appropriate to use the grand canon
route to the equations of state and, therefore, to the coe
ence densities.

The orientational order of the molecules through the b
was characterized by the following profiles:

s~z!5^P2„ûi•n̂~z!…&~z! , ~7!

h~z!5^P2„ûi• ẑ!…&~z! , ~8!

where ^¯& (z) implies the average of the function, dete
mined atz, ẑ is a unit vector along thez axis andn̂(z) is
defined as the director within the thin slab at positionz. The
former profile indicates the extent of the orientational ord
across the interface, irrespective of the average directio
alignment. The latter profile contains information on the a
erage alignment direction. For perfect order parallel to
interfacial normal,h51, and for perfect order perpendicula
to the interfacial normal,h52 1

2 . Other definitions of inter-
facial order parameters commonly determined for liqu
crystalline interfaces are possible@4–10,23,24#.

Before we discuss the results, it is worth noting that
can use energetic arguments similar to those invoked
Mills et al. @10# when considering Gay-Berne interfaces. T
potential energies for a pair of molecules in the side-by-s
and end-to-end arrangements are, as noted in Sec. IIge
2 3

2 g2e and 22ge23g2e, respectively@22#. Therefore, if
we consider the limiting case of a perfectly ordered nema

t-
6-5
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MARTIN A. BATES PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041706
region, at densityr51, the surface free energy will be pro
portional to 3

2 g2e2ge for planar alignment at the surfac
and 2ge13g2e for homeotropic alignment. Forg negative,
the lower surface energy corresponds to homeotropic al
ment; in contrast, following this argument forg positive we
expect to observe planar alignment at the interface.

The density and order parameter profiles are shown
Fig. 4 for the case ofg52 1

2 andl52, at temperatures jus
above and just below the triple point. For the lower tempe
ture shown, the liquid phase is nematic, as indicated by
finite value ofs in the center of the dense region. Moreov

FIG. 4. Interfacial profiles~a! r(z), ~b! s(z), ~c! h(z) for the
LGHLR model g52

1
2 , l52.00 at temperaturesT* 52.00 ~solid

line! and 2.01~dashed line!, corresponding to nematic-vapor an
isotropic-vapor coexisting systems, respectively.
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sinceh(z)5s(z) in this region, the director must be aligne
along thez axis, and, therefore, we may conclude that t
molecules at the interface align in a homeotropic arran
ment, and that this orientational order propagates into
bulk. Similar profiles are observed for lower temperatur
with the difference in coexistence densities gradually beco
ing larger and the order parameters for the nematic reg
increasing with decreasing temperature. At the higher te
perature shown in Fig. 4, the liquid phase is isotropic,
indicated by the vanishing value ofs(z) and h(z) in the
center of the denser region. However, we observe that
profiles for boths(z) andh(z) are finite and positive in the
region corresponding to the liquid side of the interface. T
indicates that, even though the bulk phase is isotropic,
free surface influences the alignment within a narrow reg
near the surface, with the molecules tending to align para
to the interfacial normal. Such enhanced surface order
been observed for the isotropic phase of Gay-Berne syst
@8–10#. Note also that the profileh(z) changes from positive
on the isotropic side of the interface to negative on the va
side. This was observed also for Gay-Berne systems@8# and
for other uniaxial molecular potentials, such as the dumb
model for chlorine@25#; Sluckin has given a qualitative ex
planation of this phenomenon@26#. Similar profiles are ob-
served for all higher temperatures, with the difference in
existing densities decreasing as the temperature is incre
and the excess order at the surface gradually disappea
As the temperature is increased above the critical point,
interfaces are, of course, found to disappear as there is
distinction between a vapor and a liquid.

The equivalent profiles are shown in Fig. 5 for the mod
with parametersg51 1

2 and l52, at temperatures eithe
side of the triple point. The density profiles are essentia
equivalent to those for the previous model with homeotro
alignment at the surface. The finite value of the profiles(z)
in the center of the dense phase clearly indicates that
lower temperature corresponds to a nematic-vapor interf
The negative value ofh(z) in the same region indicates tha
the average direction of alignment is perpendicular to thz
axis, that is, there is planar alignment at the interface t
propagates through the nematic liquid region. Note that
orientational order parameter profiles(z) has a different
form to that observed for the previous model in the vicin
of the isotropic-vapor interface. For the homeotropic syste
this was observed to go through a maximum at the interfa
here, the profile is flat across the interface. In contrast,
profile for h(z) is nonzero and negative, essentially an
verted version to the one observed for the homeotro
model. Thus we may conclude that the molecules in the
cinity of the surface of the isotropic region align perpendic
lar to the interfacial normal, that is, in a planar arrangeme
This also explains the fact that the profiles(z) is zero across
the interface. Since the molecules align, on average, per
dicular to the surface normal, they are still free to adopt a
orientation in plane and so this results in an order param
of zero. This contrasts the case of homeotropic alignm
when the molecules align parallel to the surface normal,
so there is less rotational freedom leading to a finite value
s(z).
6-6
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a lattice-based model with which
study the phase behavior and interfaces of nematic liq
crystals. Whilst using a lattice-based system means tha
chemical detail has been lost, in comparison to atomic
tailed and the more generic Gay-Berne systems, the use
lattice model has a clear advantage in that much larger
tems can be studied over a large range of state points,
tively quickly. The use of such coarse grained, but still m
lecular based, potentials will be important if we wish

FIG. 5. Interfacial profiles~a! r(z), ~b! s(z), ~c! h(z) for the
LGHLR model g51

1
2 , l52.00 at temperaturesT* 51.99 ~solid

line! and 2.00~dashed line!, corresponding to nematic-vapor an
isotropic-vapor coexisting systems, respectively.
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investigate phenomena at the mesoscale level using sim
tion. The model introduced here also has the advantage
other lattice models in that it is a lattice-gas type mod
rather than a fully occupied lattice model. This means t
the density of the system is allowed to change and so
class of potential can be used to investigate phase trans
at which a density change occurs, and so can also be us
study interfaces between phases of intermediate density,
is not just hard interfaces of the typer50 to r51.

Whilst the model is relatively simple in form, it has bee
shown to exhibit the interfacial phenomena that have b
observed in simulations of Gay-Berne systems, such as
surface enhanced ordering at the isotropic surface,
change in sign of the order parameterh(z) at the interface,
and either homeotropic or planar ordering at the surface.
fact that the lattice-based model can reproduce the beha
exhibited by the more computational demanding molecu
potentials gives us confidence that, despite its simplicity
should provide a useful model with which to study liqui
crystal interfaces, especially at larger length scales than th
available in simulations of Gay-Berne systems. In additi
using energetic arguments, similar to those used by M
et al. @10# to try to explain the interfacial alignment of Gay
Berne systems, we can speculate that models with a neg
g will lead to a homeotropic surface alignment, whereas p
nar alignment will be observed forg positive. It is, therefore,
relatively straightforward to choose a model that will lead
certain required anchoring conditions at the free interfa
We have not modified the magnitude of the parameterg,
rather just studied a single positive and negative value. T
is clearly a parameter that could be modified to vary
behavior of the mesogen; for example, the magnitudes of
order parameter profiles may change in the vicinity the s
face. However, it seems unlikely that changing the mag
tude ofg will change the actual alignment at the surface d
to simple energetic arguments.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that, although the mod
has been described as a one component system, it can al
thought of as a two component system of rods~R! and
spheres~S! ~see also Ref.@17#!. In this case, the interaction
between the particles are

US2S5e* ,

UR2S5e* ,

UR2R5e* 1ULGHLR , ~9!

where the interaction energye* between two spheres is th
same as that between a rod and a sphere, and this isot
interaction is added to the interaction between two rods
this case, the imposed chemical potential would actually
the chemical potential difference between the rods a
spheres@27#; this would of course lead to exactly the sam
phase diagrams as those determined here for the si
6-7
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component system, since here the imposed chemical po
tial is simply the chemical potential of a rod with respect
that of an empty site. The only difference between the o
and two component systems would be the shift in the to
potential energy.
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